Analysis of Raft Consensus Algorithm
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ABSTRACT
Raft Consensus is an algorithm designed as an update to paxos. It was proposed in a way such that it is more understandable than paxos by means of separation of states, but it also formally proven protected and carries some additional features. Raft approach for distributed consensus by a leader in which cluster has one and only elected leader which is fully responsible for managing log value on the other servers of the cluster. It means that the leader has privilege to decide on new entries placement and establishment of data flow between it and the other servers without consulting. Raft provides a universal way to share nodes across a cluster of computing systems, ensuring that every node in the cluster set upon the same series of transaction.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Raft is based upon consensus algorithm that is designed and developed to make easy to understand and its equivalent to paxos in fault-trace and performance. It is also formally proven safe and offers some additional features in cluster of nodes[1][2].

1.1 Data Communication
Data Communication is the process of transformation of data using communication technologies. Scanty technologies used in data communications are DCE [Data Communication Equipment] used at sending node and DTE [Data Terminal Equipment] used at the receiving node. Main agenda is to transfer the data and maintenance of the data during the process but here the actual information is not generated during the process[3][4].

1.2 Cloud
A network of remote servers hosted on the internet and used to store, manage, and process data in place of local servers or personal computers[1].

1.3 Paxos
Paxos is a group of protocols for synchronizing the unreliable machines. It is used for solving consensus in a network of unreliable processors[1].

1.4 Consensus
It is a general agreement among a group of participants on their results. Any number of nodes in the cluster environment can be a leader so it has some degree of set value. Consensus means several servers approves on same information[10].

Limitations
Some types of paxos algorithm exist that address this bottleneck. As it is a strictly single leader protocol. Too much traffic can drown the system

1.5 DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM
It consists of independent computers that are connected through a distributed middleware. The connected system helps in sharing different resources and services capabilities to provide users with single and multilevel coherent network systems[5][6].

Advantages
• Here it consists of multiple servers when one server failed it runs through other servers.
• As to make them easily understand they are breakdown into subprograms which can work on relatively independent.

2. RAFT CONSENSUS ALGORITHM
Raft consensus algorithm works in broadly 2 stages:

2.1 Leader Election
As a leader as authority to maintain the clusters, the heartbeat of leader is send to follower nodes. It will consider when there is time legitimate while waiting for a response in a way of heartbeats from a leader. The node changes state in to candidate state and issues request to Remote Procedure Call[9].

It undergoes in three ways:
• By receiving the high number of vote values from the cluster nodes, the candidate node will becomes the leader. At the time goes, other servers of the new Leader get initiates by receiving the heartbeats from their leader[9].
• The candidate who participate in the leader election and didn’t receive the high number of votes in the election returns to the follower state[9].
• If the other candidate’s nodes receive the votes minor than the leader then they retain the candidate status through the Remote Procedure Call as rejected to the remaining cluster nodes[9].
2.2 Log Replication
The scope of client is restrict making only write requests for better understanding of beginner level audience. The log’s of the leader is reproduce or exact copy to other nodes (Followers) immediately after these logs are filled with request from the clients[11]. Typically, a log access contains the following:

- The command value specified by the client to execute
- Identify the position of entry in the log of the node.
- The entry time of the command.

The current leader entries are synchronized with their logs to all other services by the leader node. Until the client replicates to the user. The client request for their entries to their leaders.

The several numbers of servers in the cluster environment successfully copies the new entries in their log’s place, it is considered to be committed state. After the entry is committed state, then the leader will executes the entry and responds back with the result from the client. It should be noted that these entries are executed in the process they are received in order. So this state is called as entry committed algorithm[10].

Advantages
- The procedure of leader election is to gain the several numbers of votes within maximum of 2 terms.
- The remote procedure calls RPC to process the votes and synchronies up the cluster environment using Append Entries. So, the load does not fall on the leader node in the cluster environment.
- It is made to promote and to overcome the time and complexity from the paxos algorithm and other analogous protocol.

3. ANALYSIS OF RAFT ALGORITHM
To make the decision final it includes multiple servers
- Server has a state machine and log to get the result. And the consensus is originated from clone state machines.
- The several state machines process the same series of commands and thus produce the same series of result set[8].
- The consensus protocol failures bear countenance:
  i. Validity
  ii. Agreement
  iii. Termination
  iv. Integrity

Consensus has a multiple server system

3.1 Consistency
The data cannot be varied or missed after the processing is done in the leader or follower’s

3.2 Availability
It responds to every request made by the client in order to get the response.

3.3 Partition Tolerance
If the one of the server fails also it remains to be active by the other servers.

4. CONCLUSION
Paxos role in consensus in a network of unreliable processors where as Raft consensus algorithm approach for distributed consensus by a leader in which cluster has one and only elected leader which is fully responsible for managing log value on the other servers of the cluster.
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